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Abstract

A new setup has been designed to perform Coulomb excitation experiments with fragmentation beams at intermedi-
ate energy and to measure at the same time conversion electrons from isomeric states populated in the fragmentation
reaction. The newly designed setup is described and experimental results from a first experiment are shown. Radioac-
tive even-even nuclei in the mass region A ≃ 70 close to the N = Z line were Coulomb excited after fragmentation
of an intense primary 78Kr beam and selection in flight with the LISE3 spectrometer at GANIL. The γ rays emitted
after Coulomb excitation were detected in an array of four large segmented HPGe clover detectors in a very close
geometry. The scattered ions were identified in a stack of highly segmented annular silicon detectors combined with
a time-of-flight measurement using beam tracking detectors. Conversion electrons from isomeric 0+

2 states decaying
via electric monopole transitions were detected in an array of segmented cooled silicon detectors surrounding a tele-
scope of plastic scintillators. Reduced transitions probabilities B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) were deduced for several stable and

radioactive nuclei.
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1. Introduction

A new device is presented for the combined spec-
troscopy of prompt γ rays and isomeric conversion
electrons after reactions using fast beams from a
fragmentation facility. It has been developed for the
physics case of nuclei in the mass region A ≃ 70 close
to the N = Z line, where low-lying 0+ states related
to shape coexistence and shape isomerism are very
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common. Such low-lying 0+ states have been ob-
served experimentally in the even-even Ge isotopes
from A = 68 to 78, in the Se isotopes from mass A =
70 to 82, and in the Kr isotopes from mass A = 72
to 84 [1].

The N = Z nuclei 68Se and 72Kr are also of major
importance for the rapid proton capture (rp) nucleo-
synthesis process on the neutron-deficient side of the
nuclear chart [2]. Both nuclei are thought to be wait-
ing points in the rp process: the synthesis of heavier
elements can only proceed after β decay of rather
long-lived isotopes or the sequential capture of two
protons. Nuclear structure information of low-lying
isomeric states is also an important input parameter
for simulations of the rp process [3].

Nuclei in the middle of the fp shell have a large
quadrupole deformation in their ground state, and
adding or removing a few nucleons can change the
nuclear shape dramatically. The self-conjugate nu-
cleus 72Kr is predicted to have an oblate deformation
in its ground state [4–7], while the heavier Kr iso-
topes were shown to have prolate ground-state de-
formation and excited states with oblate shape [8].
The first experimental evidence for this shape co-
existence was the observation of low-lying 0+

2 states
[9]. A similar scenario is expected for the light Se
isotopes. However, the situation is less clear exper-
imentally, since no low-lying 0+

2 state has been ob-
served in 68Se.

If a low-lying 0+ state in 68Se is located below or
just above the first 2+ state, its decay occurs (ex-
clusively or predominantly) via an E0 transition,
i.e. through the emission of a conversion electron.
The excited 0+ state then becomes meta-stable with
a lifetime of the order of a few to several hundred
nanoseconds, depending on the overlap of the wave
functions of the two 0+ states. If the nuclei are pro-
duced in a high-energy fragmentation reaction (E >
40AMeV), they have a high probability of being
fully stripped of their atomic electrons. In this case
the E0 decay is blocked (if the excitation energy of
the excited 0+ state is insufficient for internal pair
creation), and the decay can only proceed once the
nuclei have regained their atomic (inner-shell) elec-
trons, e.g. after the implantation in a detector.

Intermediate-energy Coulomb excitation after
fragmentation is a well-known technique used
to measure the reduced transition probability
B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) for exotic nuclei far from stabil-

ity, which gives a first indication on the collectivity
of the nucleus [10]. Specific equipment has been
designed at GSI [11], RIKEN [12], MSU [10], and

previously at GANIL [13] for such measurements.
Taking advantage of the high beam energy, thick
targets can be used to increase the interaction prob-
ability. Coulomb excitation events can be separated
from other reaction mechanisms by selecting only
small scattering angles and thus large impact pa-
rameters. Contrary to Coulomb excitation at low
energy, where multiple-step excitation is possible,
single-step excitations dominate at energies well
above the Coulomb barrier, usually simplifying the
data analysis. The existence of a low-lying (meta-
stable) 0+

2 state can, however, influence the mea-
sured Coulomb excitation cross sections and has to
be taken into account explicitly. This effect is par-
ticularly important if the fragmentation products,
which are to be excited in the electromagnetic field
of a heavy target nucleus, have been produced with
a certain probability in the meta-stable state. In
that case the isomeric ratio of the beam has to be
measured simultaneously with the Coulomb excita-
tion probability in order to extract B(E2) values
(see e.g. the discussion in Ref. [14]).

Consequently a new device was designed to per-
form Coulomb excitation experiments of fragmen-
tation products at intermediate energies with the
LISE3 spectrometer [15] at GANIL. In addition to
the standard detection systems for the tracking and
identification of the incident and scattered ions, and
for the γ rays emitted in-flight after Coulomb ex-
citation, a dedicated setup was installed to mea-
sure conversion electrons emitted from unscattered
beam particles in silicon detectors after implanta-
tion of the ions in a plastic scintillator. In this way
the probability of the fragmentation products to be
in an isomeric state could be measured and taken
into account for the determination of B(E2) values
obtained from the Coulomb excitation process.

2. Experimental procedure and description

of the setup

The exotic nuclei were produced by the frag-
mentation of an intense primary 78Kr33+ beam at
70.1AMeV, delivered by the coupled GANIL cy-
clotrons, on a natural Ni production target located
between the two superconducting solenoids of the
SISSI device [16]. The target of 125 µm thickness
was inclined by 25◦ and followed by a carbon strip-
per foil of 10 mg/cm2. The reaction products of
interest were selected and purified in the LISE3
spectrometer [15], operated in achromatic mode
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup (not to
scale).

with a Be degrader of 215 µm thickness. The thick-
ness of both target and degrader was optimized for
the production of nuclei on the N = Z line. With
a primary beam intensity of 2.4 eµA the intensity
of the secondary 68Se beam on the Coulomb exci-
tation target was ∼100 particles per second. The
secondary beam energy was around 40AMeV, de-
pending slightly on the setting of the spectrometer.
The composition of the cocktail beam was regularly
measured with reduced intensity using a silicon tele-
scope placed before the Coulomb excitation setup.

The complete setup is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1 and described in more detail in the following
sections. The associated electronics was based on
an analog VXI-VME system and used the standard
data-acquisition system of the GANIL facility.

Beam tracking

The incoming particles were tracked by a set of
two micro-channel plate detectors (MCP) [17] of
65×65 mm2 size, measuring secondary electrons pro-
duced in a thin emissive foil. The time difference
between the first detector and the radio frequency
of the cyclotrons provided the time of flight (ToF).
The distance between the two detectors was 25 cm
and the second detector was located 29 cm upstream
from the target. Both detectors have a horizontal
and vertical position resolution of about 1 mm, al-
lowing the reconstruction of the position and the
incident angle of the incoming particles on the tar-
get. In this way it was ensured that all nuclei were
Coulomb excited under the same conditions. The re-
constructed beam spot on the target and the distri-
bution of incident angles are shown in Fig. 2. The
beam profile is characterized by a quasi-Gaussian
distribution with a horizontal and vertical width of
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Fig. 2. Beam profile of the 68Se projectiles on the 208Pb
target reconstructed from the MCP beam tracking detectors
(left) and distribution of the incident angles of the projectiles
on the target (right).

σh = 6 mm and σv = 15 mm, respectively, and a
mean incident angle of 2◦.

Detection of prompt γ rays

The nuclei in the cocktail beam were Coulomb ex-
cited on a thick 208Pb target of 220 mg/cm2 thick-
ness placed in the center of an array of four large
segmented clover detectors from the EXOGAM ar-
ray [18]. Each detector comprises four HPGe crys-
tals and each crystal is segmented into four sectors.
The detectors were mounted without BGO escape-
suppression shields due to mechanical constraints.
The distance between the front face of the detectors
and the target was 50 mm. An absolute photo-peak
efficiency of 9% for 1.3 MeV γ rays was measured
using a 60Co source. The Doppler correction of the
γ rays which were emitted in flight by the projectile
was performed on an event-by-event basis using the
position information of the EXOGAM clover detec-
tors and the velocity vector of the outgoing particles.

Detection of γ rays from long-lived isomers

The setup can also be used to measure γ rays of
isomeric states with lifetimes longer than the time of
flight through the spectrometer, which is ∼ 1.2 µs.
In this configuration, the standard silicon telescope
of the LISE beam line is introduced about 1 m up-
stream from the Coulomb excitation setup. The in-
cident ions are in this way identified by a ∆E-ToF
measurement, and they are sufficiently degraded in
energy after passing through the Si detectors to be
stopped and implanted in the 208Pb target, which is
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Fig. 3. Spectrum showing the long-lived 9/2+ isomer
(T1/2 = 960 ns) in 69Se after implantation of the ions into
the thick secondary target.

surrounded by the highly efficient array of four EX-
OGAM clover detectors. This technique can be used
to search for long-lived γ-decaying isomers in exotic
nuclei. Furthermore, known isomeric γ rays can be
used to identify nuclides unambiguously in the ∆E-
ToF plot. This was for example possible using the
9/2+ isomer in 69Se, which has a half live of T1/2 =
960 ns and decays via a 534 keV M2 transition [19].
The γ-ray spectrum of 69Se nuclei implanted into
the 208Pb target is shown in Fig. 3.

Detection of scattered particles

At high beam energies a pure electromagnetic
excitation process can only be ensured by selecting
large impact parameters corresponding to small
scattering angles. The scattered particles were de-
tected and identified in a telescope of two highly
segmented double-sided annular silicon strip de-
tectors placed 42 cm downstream from the 208Pb
target. The two silicon detectors were segmented
into 16 concentric rings on the front side and 16
azimuthal sectors on the back. Both detectors had
active surfaces with inner and outer radii of 11
and 35 mm, respectively. The first silicon detector
covered scattering angles between 1.5◦ and 4.76◦

in the laboratory frame, ensuring that the impact
parameter was always greater than 17 fm for all nu-
clei. With a thickness of 147 µm the first detector
provided a measure of the energy loss ∆E, while
the second silicon detector of 300 µm thickness de-
termined the residual energy E. The knowledge of
the time of flight, ∆E, and E allows the unambigu-
ous identification of all outgoing fragments in mass
and atomic number. The contribution of nuclear
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Fig. 4. Identification matrix of the energy loss in the silicon
detector against the time of flight between the cyclotron RF
and the beam tracking detector. The setting of LISE3 was
optimized for 68Se.

reactions in the secondary target such as transfer
can thus be excluded. An identification plot of the
energy loss ∆E and the time of flight between the
cyclotron RF and the first MCP detector is shown
in Fig. 4. Nuclides with the same isospin have a
similar time of flight through the spectrometer, but
can clearly be separated by the ∆E measurement.

Isomer detection system

Non-interacting beam particles which passed
through the central hole in the annular silicon de-
tectors were detected in a telescope of two plastic
scintillators of 300 µm thickness, placed 62 cm be-
hind the 208Pb target. The second scintillator was
tilted by 45◦ with respect to the beam axis. The
thickness of the scintillators was chosen such that
the ions were implanted in the center of the second
scintillator. Due to the limited energy resolution, a
Z identification via a ∆E − E measurement could
not be achieved. However, the detectors were used
to determine the total number of implanted nuclei.
The exact beam composition was determined in
regular intervals of a few hours by introducing a
standard stack of silicon detectors into the beam
upstream from the secondary target. In this way
the absolute rate of the different nuclides incident
on the target could be monitored.

The second scintillator was placed in the center of
a modified version of the BEST array [20], originally
designed for the spectroscopy of transfermium iso-
topes. Two alcohol-cooled silicon detectors of 1 mm
thickness and divided into four quadrants each were
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facing the tilted surfaces of the second scintillator
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each silicon detector had an
active surface of 50×50 mm2. The distance between
the two Si detectors was 50 mm. The beam particles
arrived on the secondary target at 40AMeV fully
stripped of their atomic electrons. Most of the ions
regain electrons only when they are implanted in the
plastic scintillator. Ions arriving in an excited 0+

state which decays exclusively via an E0 transition
are therefore trapped; the decay can only proceed
after implantation, no matter how long the lifetime
or the flight time through the spectrometer is. Even
if there is an E2 branch depopulating the 0+ state,
the partial lifetime can become longer than the time
of flight. The array of silicon detectors around the
implantation scintillator is therefore well suited to
search for low-lying excited 0+ states, populated in
the fragmentation reaction, by detecting the conver-
sion electrons of the E0 decay.

The upper silicon detector suffered from low-
energetic δ electrons produced by the ions passing
through the first scintillator. The lower silicon de-
tector is mostly shielded by the tilted scintillator,
resulting in much cleaner spectra. In cases of long-
lived isomers decaying by low-energy γ rays, it was
possible to detect these γ rays in the silicon detec-
tors, for example the 5.7 µs isomer in 73As, decaying
by a 360 keV γ ray.

3. Commissioning with stable 78Kr and 72Ge

beams

The commissioning of the setup was performed
using 78Kr and 72Ge beams. The B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 )

values are known and very large. The first excited
state in 72Ge is a 0+

2 state at 691 keV, making 72Ge
the ideal case to test the setup for the detection of
isomeric conversion electrons. Instead of using the
primary 78Kr beam directly, a secondary beam of
78Kr was produced under conditions similar to those
of the later measurement with radioactive nuclides.
The beam was tracked by the MCP detectors and
the velocity vector of the incident beam particles re-
constructed. The γ rays emitted after Coulomb exci-
tation of the beam were detected in coincidence with
a scattered particle identified as 78Kr in the annular
silicon telescope. The Doppler correction was per-
formed using the angular information of both the an-
nular silicon detector and the segmented outer elec-
trodes of the clover detectors. The calculated value
of the beam velocity after passing the 208Pb target
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Fig. 5. Prompt γ-ray spectrum in coincidence with scattered
78Kr projectiles. The inset shows the same spectrum on an
enlarged scale. At low energy the spectrum is dominated by
Pb x-rays from the target.

was used since the lifetime of the 2+
1 state in 78Kr

is longer than the time of flight through the tar-
get. For nuclei with shorter lifetimes, the velocity at
mid-target was applied. Due to the large collectiv-
ity of 78Kr, the 2+

1 state is strongly populated. The
prompt Doppler-corrected γ-ray spectrum gated on
78Kr is presented in Fig. 5. Since there is only one γ
ray emitted in the vast majority of Coulomb excita-
tion events, a large fraction of the background was
suppressed by requiring that only one germanium
crystal gave signals. Indications for the population
of the 2+

2 state and two-step processes populating
the 4+

1 state are presented in the inset of Fig. 5. The
3− state in 208Pb at 2.6 MeV was also populated,
but the peak is too spread out in energy to be seen in
the spectrum which was Doppler corrected for 78Kr.
A resolution of 30 keV was achieved for the 2+

1 → 0+
1

transition at 455 keV, mainly limited by the veloc-
ity spread in the target and the opening angle of the
clover detector segments.

In the same way, the prompt Doppler-corrected
γ-ray spectrum gated on 72Ge was obtained. As pre-
viously discussed, 72Ge has a first excited state of
spin-parity 0+. As the nuclei are fully stripped, the
72Ge nuclei arrive with a certain percentage in the
isomeric state; this isomeric ratio has to be taken
into account in the Coulomb excitation analysis.The
unscattered 72Ge ions were implanted into the scin-
tillator where they regained their atomic electrons
allowing the decay of the 0+

2 state to proceed by con-
version electrons. The spectrum obtained with the
lower silicon detector is presented in Fig. 6. It shows
very clearly the 0+

2 → 0+
1 E0 decay of 691 keV in

72Ge. The spectrum is gated on the time of flight for
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nuclei with Tz = 4. However, the energy resolution
of the scintillator was insufficient to resolve the 72Ge
fragments from neighboring 74As and 70Ga. Since
the beam composition is known, the isomeric ratio
can be determined, and it was found that about 3%
of the incident 72Ge ions arrive in the isomeric 0+

2

state.
The measurements with 78Kr and 72Ge have

shown that the setup is well suited to perform
Coulomb excitation experiments at intermediate
energy and measure simultaneously the ratio of
ions arriving in an isomeric 0+ state. This allows
determining B(E2) values for exotic nuclei in the
presence of low-lying 0+ states.

4. Measurements with Radioactive Beams

As the next step the spectrometer setting
was optimized for several radioactive nuclei with
mostly known B(E2) values. The prompt Doppler-
corrected γ-ray spectra in coincidence with 66Ge,
62Zn and 68Se are presented in Fig. 7. Due to elec-
tronics and data acquisition problems in this part of
the experiment, only a small fraction of the recorded
events were correlated, and the signals from the
outer contacts of the clover detectors were not coded
at all, leading to a severe loss of statistics and a de-
graded energy resolution. The 2+

1 → 0+
1 transitions

are nevertheless clearly visible for 66Ge and 62Zn. In
the case of 68Se, no significant peak is visible above
background level at the 2+ energy of 853 keV. An
upper limit of 40 counts can be extracted from the
spectrum gated on 68Se for the 2+

1 → 0+
1 transition.

In order to determine unknown B(E2) values
and to minimize systematic errors, nuclei with well
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Fig. 7. Prompt Doppler corrected γ spectra for 66Ge (top),
62Zn (center), and 68Se (bottom). The energies of the
2+
1 → 0+

1 transitions are marked by arrows. Other peaks are
due to x-rays from the 208Pb target, the pile-up of x-rays,
and the 511 keV annihilation line, which appears as a dou-
blet due to the Doppler correction.

known B(E2) values are used as a reference to
normalize the unknown values. For this procedure,
the γ-ray intensities must be corrected for angular
distribution effects and for the energy dependence
of the γ-ray efficiency. As the B(E2) of 66Ge and
62,64Zn nuclei are known, they could be used as
a reference to determine an upper limit for the
B(E2) value for 68Se. The data from the 78Kr and
72Ge measurements could not be used for normal-
ization as the experimental conditions were not
identical due to the electronics and data acquisi-
tion problems. The B(E2) values were extracted
using an approximation of the exact Coulomb exci-
tation cross sections at relativistic energies via the
so-called “recoil correction” method developed by
Alder and Winther [21]. It was shown [22] that this
correction is the best approximation in the energy
range between 20 and 40AMeV used in the present
experiment.

The results of the present measurement are sum-
marized in table 1. The systematics of B(E2; 2+

1 →

0+
1 ) values for the Zn, Ge, and Se chains is presented

in Fig. 8. The values derived from the present mea-
surement are shown as full symbols. The results are
fully compatible with the known B(E2) values for
64Zn and 66Ge (open symbols). The value for 62Zn,
however, is found to be smaller than the literature
value based on the measured lifetime of 4.2(3) ps
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Table 1
Deduced B(E2; 2+ → 0+) values for 62Zn, 64Zn, and 66Ge.

The results are compared to literature values. Only an upper
limit can be deduced for 68Se.

Nucleus B(E2; 0+
1

→ 2+
1

) [e2b2]

Nuclear Data this work

62Zn 0.124(9) [23] 0.074(15)

64Zn 0.149(5) [24] 0.165(21)

66Ge 0.099(19) [23] 0.093(12)

68Se ≤0.157

[25]. Consequently, only the values for 64Zn and
66Ge were used for the normalization. The resulting
B(E2; 2+

1 → 0+
1 ) value for 62Zn is 10.2(21) Weis-

skopf units. For 68Se, an upper limit of B(E2; 2+
1 →

0+
1 ) < 19 W.u. is extracted.
The data illustrate the strong collectivity of the

isotopes at mid-shell, which decreases toward the
shell closures at 28 and 50. A pronounced irregular-
ity is observed for the Se isotopes, which show an
unexpected staggering at N = 36 and 38 [26]. How-
ever, the relevant lifetimes have been re-measured
recently and the data indicate that 70Se is less col-
lective than previously thought [27]. The upper limit
for the B(E2) value of 68Se supports the interpre-
tation of a smooth and symmetric behavior with a
maximum of collectivity at N = 40 and 42, which
is decreasing with neutron number. The new value
for 62Zn, B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) = 0.074(15) e2b2, sug-

gests that also for the Zn isotopes the collectivity
decreases stronger with neutron number than pre-
viously thought.

The array of plastic scintillators and silicon de-
tectors was used to search for the predicted 0+

2

shape isomer in 68Se by detecting conversion elec-
trons emitted from the 68Se ions implanted into the
plastic scintillator. Assuming that a similar frac-
tion of 68Se ions is produced in an isomeric state
as for 72Ge (∼3%), one would expect to observe
about 400 conversion electrons in the lower silicon
detector, ignoring the upper one which suffers from
a higher background of δ electrons. Since no sign of
an E0 transition was observed in the spectrum con-
ditioned on the ToF for Tz = 0 nuclei and an energy
loss for Z ≈ 34, the presence of a 0+

2 state as the
first excited state in 68Se can be excluded. Even a
0+
2 state situated slightly above the 2+

1 state should
have been observed due to the expected long partial
lifetime in that case. If a low-lying 0+

2 state exists
in 68Se, it can be presumed to lie well above the 2+

1

state, to which it can decay through γ rays. This
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Fig. 8. Systematics of the B(E2; 2+
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1

) values for Zn,
Ge, and Se isotopes. Values taken from Ref. [23] are shown
as open, data from the present work as full symbols. The
data points are slightly displaced horizontally for clarity of
the presentation.

is the case in neighboring 70Se, where an excited
0+
2 state has been observed at 2011 keV excitation

energy, decaying to the 2+
1 state at 945 keV [26].

In order to search for possible isomers decaying
by γ rays, a stack of silicon detectors was inserted
into the beam line before the 208Pb target, which
was used to identify the ions event by event and to
degrade their energy so that they were implanted in
the Pb target. With this method the 960 ns isomer in
69Se was observed (see Fig. 3). Again, the spectrum
conditioned on 68Se showed no sign of an isomer,
so that the presence of a γ-decaying isomer with a
lifetime longer than ∼ 1 µs in 68Se can be excluded.
The experimental results for 68Se and in particular
the non-observation of a low-lying 0+

2 state stress the
importance of further experimental studies for the
understanding of the predicted shape coexistence in
the light Se isotopes.

5. Summary

A new setup was developed for intermediate-
energy Coulomb excitation combined with spec-
troscopy of isomeric conversion electrons. Coulomb
excitation of stable and radioactive beams in the
A ∼ 70 region at 40AMeV has been performed
following the fragmentation of an intense 78Kr pri-
mary beam of 70AMeV. The setup was tested using
secondary 78Kr and 72Ge beams. The latter served
also to test the setup for the detection of isomeric
conversion electrons from the 0+

2 state in 72Ge. It
was found that 3% of the secondary beam arrived
in the isomeric 0+

2 state, the decay of which is
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blocked during the flight through the spectrometer.
B(E2) values were measured for several radioactive
secondary beams. The B(E2) value for 62Zn was
found to be lower than the literature value. Only an
upper limit for the B(E2) value could be derived
for the N = Z nucleus 68Se. The existence of a
low-lying, long-lived 0+

2 state with a lifetime longer
than ∼ 1 µs in 68Se could be excluded.
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